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COMICAL SETS: A CUBICAL MODEL FOR (∞, n)-CATEGORIES
TIMOTHY CAMPION, KRZYSZTOF KAPULKIN, AND YUKI MAEHARA
Abstract. We propose a new model for the theory of (∞, n)-categories (including the case n = ∞) in
the category of marked cubical sets with connections, similar in flavor to complicial sets of Verity. The
model structure characterizing our model is shown to be monoidal with respect to suitably defined
(lax and pseudo) Gray tensor products; in particular, these tensor products are both associative and
biclosed. Furthermore, we show that the triangulation functor to pre-complicial sets is a left Quillen
functor and is strong monoidal with respect to both Gray tensor products.
Introduction
The theory of (∞, n)-categories is becoming an important tool in a number of areas of mathematics,
including manifold topology, where it is used in the definition and classification of extended topological
quantum field theories [Lur09], and in derived algebraic geometry, where it is used to capture certain
properties of the “category” of correspondences [GR17b, GR17a]. There are several equivalent models
for this theory, including: n-quasicategories [Ara14], Θn-spaces [Rez10], and n-fold complete Segal
spaces [Bar05]. There is also the model of complicial sets, which is perhaps the most well-developed
one (cf. [Ver08b, Ver07] and [RV20, App. D]), but which has not yet been shown to be equivalent to
others.
In this paper, we propose a new model for the theory of (∞, n)-categories, using comical sets (where
n is allowed to be ∞). Comical sets are certain marked cubical sets (having marked n-cubes for all
values n ≥ 1), just like complicial sets are certain marked simplicial sets. Our model allows for a
particularly elegant and simple treatment of the (lax and pseudo) Gray tensor products since they are
inherently cubical in nature. One can find drawings of cubes in Gray’s book [Gra74], and the simplest
ways of defining the lax Gray tensor product of strict ω-categories are via cubical sets [Cra95, AABS02].
Because of the obvious similarities with complicial sets, there is a natural comparison functor to
marked simplicial sets. To obtain it, we extend the usual triangulation functor T ∶ cSet → sSet from
cubical sets to simplicial sets to a marked version T ∶ cSet+ → PreComp. Here T is valued not in
the whole category sSet+ of marked simplicial sets but in the reflective subcategory PreComp of pre-
complicial sets so that our results hold up to isomorphism rather than homotopy. PreComp supports
a model structure that is Quillen equivalent to the complicial model structure on sSet+, and the lax
Gray tensor product on sSet+ is more well-behaved when restricted to PreComp.
With that, our main results (cf. Theorems 2.16, 3.3, 6.5, 6.10 and 7.1) can be summarized as follows:
Theorem. The category cSet+ of marked cubical sets carries a model structure whose cofibrations are
the monomorphisms and whose fibrant objects are the comical sets. This model structure is monoidal
with respect to both the lax and pseudo Gray tensor products, which are simultaneously associative and
biclosed.
Furthermore, the triangulation functor T ∶ cSet+ → PreComp is left Quillen and strong monoidal with
respect to both Gray tensor products.
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We expect that T is in fact a Quillen equivalence, although we have not pursued this direction in the
present paper. The “special cases” of this result are known for (∞,0)-categories (i.e., ∞-groupoids)
[Cis06] and (∞,1)-categories [DKLS20], although these papers consider slightly different versions of
the cubical site from us.
In particular, our model validates the assertions [GR17b, Props. 3.2.6 and 3.2.9], given there without
a proof. We should note however that these assertions were previously proven in [Ver08b] and [Mae20]
in the contexts of complicial sets and 2-quasicategories respectively.
Finally, our work owes a great deal to [Ste06], where the (semi-)cubical nerves of strict ω-categories
are analyzed. In particular, our definition of comical open boxes in Section 3 follows [Ste06, Ex. 2.9].
Organization of the paper. We begin in Section 1 by reviewing the necessary background
on model categories, cubical sets, and complicial sets. In Section 2, we introduce marked cubical
sets, study their basic properties, and construct both the lax and the pseudo Gray tensor products. In
Section 3, we define comical sets and construct the model structure for them. As a proof of concept, we
define in Section 4 the homotopy 1-category of a comical set and show that it has expected properties.
We then turn our attention to the comparison between the cubical and the simplicial approaches. We
extend the triangulation functor to marked cubical sets in Section 5, show that it is monoidal with
respect to both the lax and the pseudo Gray tensor products in Section 6, and that it is a left Quillen
functor in Section 7.
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Alexander Campbell, Emily Riehl, and Dominic Verity. The results presented here were obtained
during the authors’ participation in the program “Higher Categories and Categorification” at the
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley. We would like to thank the MSRI for its
hospitality, and the program organizers for giving us the opportunity to participate. Above all, we
thank (again) Emily Riehl for continued support and encouragement.
1. Background
In this section we introduce the notation and collect preliminary results to be used later in the
paper.
1.1. Model categories. In this subsection, we review (a special case of) the theory of Olschok [Ols09]
for constructing combinatorial model structures with all objects cofibrant, which generalizes the theory
of Cisinski [Cis06] for constructing combinatorial model structures on presheaf categories with cofi-
brations the monomorphisms. This theory will be used to construct the model structures for comical
sets.
Definition 1.1 ([Sim12]). We say a set Λ of trivial cofibrations in a model category M is pseudo-
generating if any map f that has a fibrant domain and the right lifting property with respect to Λ is
a fibration.
Now fix a locally presentable category K.
Given a bifunctor ⊙∶K ×K → K and maps f ∶A→ A′, g∶B → B′ in K, we denote
f ⊙ˆg∶ (A′ ⊙B) ∐
A⊙B
(A⊙B′) → A′ ⊙B′
the Leibniz ⊙-product of f and g. Similarly, for any natural transformation φ∶F ⇒ G between endo-
functors F,G∶K → K and for any f ∶A→ A′ in K, we denote
φˆf ∶G(A) ∐
F (A)
F (A′) → G(A′)
the Leibniz product of φ and f .
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By the cellular closure of a set S of maps in K, we mean the closure of S under pushouts along
arbitrary maps and transfinite composition. In the rest of this subsection, assume that we are given a
small set I of maps in K whose cellular closure is precisely the monomorphisms.
Definition 1.2. A functorial cylinder on K is a functor C ∶K → K equipped with natural transforma-
tions ∂0, ∂1∶ Id ⇉ C and σ∶C → Id such that σ∂0 = σ∂1 = id. We also write ∂X = [∂0X , ∂1X]∶X+X → CX .
We say that C is a cartesian cylinder if the functor C preserves colimits and moreover ∂X is a monomor-
phism for all X .
Definition 1.3. Suppose that K admits a cartesian functorial cylinder C. Let S be a set of morphisms
in K. We define Λ(K, I,C,S) ⊆MorK to be the smallest class of morphisms containing
S ∪ {∂ˆ0i ∣ i ∈ I} ∪ {∂ˆ1i ∣ i ∈ I},
and closed under the operation f ↦ ∂ˆf .
Theorem 1.4 ([Ols09, Thm. 2.2.5]). Let K and I be as above. Suppose we are given a cartesian
functorial cylinder C on K and a set S of morphisms in K. Then there exists a model structure on K
uniquely characterized by the following properties:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set Λ(K, I,C,S) is a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
This model structure is combinatorial and left proper.
Proposition 1.5. Let K and I be as above. Suppose K admits a model structure whose cofibrations
are the monomorphisms a pseudo-generating set Λ of trivial cofibrations. Suppose further that K is
equipped with a tensor product ⊙∶K × K → K that forms part of a biclosed monoidal structure. Then
these data form a monoidal model structure if and only if:
● f ⊙ˆg is a cofibration whenever f, g ∈ C;
● f ⊙ˆg is a trivial cofibration whenever f ∈ Λ and g ∈ C; and
● f ⊙ˆg is a trivial cofibration whenever f ∈ C and g ∈ Λ.
Proof. This is an instance of [Mae20, Prop. A.4]. See also [Hen18, Lem. C.11]. 
1.2. Cubical sets. We will define cubical sets as presheaves on the box category, denoted ◻. The
category ◻ is the (non-full) subcategory of the category of posets whose objects are the posets of the
form [1]n ∶= {0 ≤ 1}n and whose maps are generated by the cubical operators:
● faces ∂ni,ε∶ [1]n−1 → [1]n for i = 1, . . . , n and ε = 0,1 given by:
∂ni,ε(x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) = (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, ε, xi, . . . , xn−1);
● degeneracies σni ∶ [1]n → [1]n−1 for i = 1,2, . . . , n given by:
σni (x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn);
● max-connections γni,1∶ [1]n → [1]n−1 for i = 1,2, . . . , n − 1 given by:
γni,1(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1,max{xi, xi+1}, xi+2, . . . , xn);
● min-connections γni,0∶ [1]n → [1]n−1 for i = 1,2, . . . , n − 1 given by:
γni,0(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1,min{xi, xi+1}, xi+2, . . . , xn);
We will omit the superscript n when no confusion is possible.
A straightforward computation shows that cubical opertors satisfy the following cubical identities.
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∂j,ε∂i,δ = ∂i+1,δ∂j,ε for j ≤ i;
σiσj = σjσi+1 for j ≤ i;
σj∂i,ε =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂i−1,εσj for j < i;
id for j = i;
∂i,εσj−1 for j > i;
γj,εγi,δ = { γi,δγj,ε for j > i;γi,δγi+1,δ for j = i and δ = ε;
γj,ε∂i,δ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂i−1,δγj,ε for j < i − 1;
id for j = i − 1, i, δ = ε;
∂i,δσi for j = i − 1, i, δ ≠ ε;
∂i,δγj−1,ε for j > i;
σjγi,δ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
γi−1,δσj for j < i;
σiσi for j = i;
γi,δσj+1 for j > i.
Alternatively, one can describe ◻ as the category generated by the cubical operators, subject to the
cubical identities.
We also have the following normal form of morphisms in ◻.
Theorem 1.6 ([GM03, Thm. 5.1]). Every map in the category ◻ can be factored as a composite
(∂k1,ε1 . . . ∂kt,εt)(γj1,δ1 . . . γjs,δs)(σi1 . . . σir),
where 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ir, 1 ≤ j1 ≤ . . . ≤ js, and k1 > . . . > kt ≥ 1. Moreover, this factorization is unique if
we further impose the additional condition: if jp = jp+1, then δp ≠ δp+1. 
Remark 1.7. In particular, any composite face map can be written uniquely as α = ∂k1,ǫ1 . . . ∂kt,ǫt
with k1 > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ > kt. Geometrically, such α is the intersection of all ∂ks,ǫs ’s.
This theorem allows us to prove the following key property of ◻:
Proposition 1.8. The category ◻ is an elegant Reedy category with the structure defined as:
● deg[1]n = n;
● ◻− is generated under composition by degeneracies and (both kinds of) connections;
● ◻+ is generacted under composition by face maps.
Proof. The Reedy part follows immediately from Theorem 1.6. For elegance, note that sections of σi
are ∂i,0 and ∂i,1; sections of γi,+ are ∂i,0 and ∂i+1,0; and sections of γi,− are ∂i,1 and ∂i+1,1. Thus all
maps in ◻− are determined by their sections and all are split epimorphisms. 
Corollary 1.9. The monomorphisms of cSet are the cellular closure of the set
{∂◻n ↪ ◻n ∣ n ≥ 0}.
The category ◻ carries a canonical strict monoidal product ⊗ given by [1]m ⊗ [1]n ∶= [1]m+n with
unit given by [1]0. Note that this product is not cartesian since, for instance, there is no ‘diagonal’
map [1]1 → [1]2 in ◻. This monoidal structure leads to another characterization of our box category,
due to Grandis and Mauri [GM03, §5], as a certain kind of a free monoidal category.
A cubical monoid in a monoidal category (C,⊗, I) is an object X equipped with maps:
∂0, ∂1∶ I →X , σ∶X → I, γ0, γ1∶X ⊗X →X ,
subject to the axioms:
σ∂ε = id for ε = 0,1;
σγε = σ(σ ⊗ idX) = σ(idX ⊗ σ) for ε = 0,1;
γε(γε ⊗ idX) = γε(idX ⊗ γε) for ε = 0,1;
γε(∂ε ⊗ idX) = idX = γε(idX ⊗ ∂ε) for ε = 0,1;
γε(∂δ ⊗ idX) = ∂δσ = γε(idX ⊗ ∂δ) for δ ≠ ε.
Theorem 1.10 ([GM03, Thm. 5.2.(d)]). The box category ◻ is the free strict monoidal category
equipped with a cubical monoid.
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Having established basic properties of the box category, we can now define cubical sets and funda-
mental constructions on them.
Definition 1.11. A cubical set is a presheaf X ∶ ◻op → Set. A cubical map is a natural transformation
of such presheaves. The category of cubical sets and cubical maps will be denoted cSet.
We write ◻n for the cubical set represented by [1]n and call it the (generic) n-cube. The boundary
of the n-cube, denoted ∂◻n → ◻n, is the maximal proper subobject of the representable ◻n, i.e., the
union of all of its faces. The subobject of ◻n given by the union of all faces except the (i, ε)-th one is
called the (i, ε)-open box and denoted ⊓ni,ε → ◻n.
The monoidal product product ⊗ can be extended via Day convolution from ◻ to cSet, making(cSet,⊗,◻0) a biclosed monoidal category. We refer to this monoidal product as the geometric product
of cubical sets.
We adopt the convention of writing the action of cubical operators on the right, e.g., the (1,0)-face
of an n-cube x∶ ◻n →X will be denoted x∂1,0.
Proposition 1.12. The geometric product X ⊗ Y of cubical sets X and Y admits the following de-
scription.
● For n ≥ 0, the n-cubes in X ⊗ Y are the formal products x⊗ y of pairs x ∈ Xk and y ∈ Yℓ such
that k + ℓ = n, subject to the identification (xσk+1)⊗ y = x⊗ (yσ1).
● For x ∈ Xk and y ∈ Yℓ, the faces, degeneracies, and connections of the (k + ℓ)-cube x ⊗ y are
computed as follows:
– (x⊗ y)∂i,ǫ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(x∂i,ε)⊗ y 1 ≤ i ≤ k
x⊗ (y∂i−k,ǫ) k + 1 ≤ i ≤ k + l
– (x⊗ y)σi =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(xσi)⊗ y 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1
x⊗ (yσi−k) k + 1 ≤ i ≤ k + l + 1
– (x⊗ y)γi,ε =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(xγi,ε)⊗ y 1 ≤ i ≤ k
x⊗ (yγi−k,ε) k + 1 ≤ i ≤ k + l
Proof. This is proven in [DKLS20, Prop. 1.20] in the case of cubical sets with one kind of connections.
The proof given there works almost verbatim in our case. 
Given cubes x ∈Xk and y ∈ Yℓ, we may regard them as cubical maps x∶ ◻
k →X and y∶ ◻ℓ → Y . Then
applying the geometric product to these maps yields a map x ⊗ y∶ ◻k+ℓ → X ⊗ Y which corresponds
precisely to the (k + ℓ)-cube with the same name. Moreover, every n-cube of X ⊗ Y arises via this
construction for some, perhaps non-unique, pair of cubes (x∶ ◻k →X,y∶ ◻l → Y ) for k + l = n.
Since the identification in Proposition 1.12 only concerns degenerate cubes, we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 1.13. A pair of non-degenerate cubes x ∈ Xk, y ∈ Yℓ yields a non-degenerate (k + ℓ)-cube
x ⊗ y in X ⊗ Y . Conversely, every non-degenerate cube in X ⊗ Y arises this way from a unique pair
of non-degenerate cubes. 
Remark 1.14. In particular, when X = ◻m and Y = ◻n are representable this pairing is given by the
formula
(∂k1,ǫ1 . . . ∂kt,ǫt)⊗ (∂ℓ1,η1 . . . ∂ℓs,ηs) = ∂m+ℓ1,η1 . . . ∂m+ℓs,ηs∂k1,ǫ1 . . . ∂kt,ǫt
where all strings of ∂’s are in the normal form specified by Theorem 1.6.
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Proposition 1.15. For natural numbers k, m, and n, and ε = 0,1, we have natural isomorphisms:
(∂◻m ↪ ◻m)⊗ˆ(∂◻n ↪ ◻n) ≅ (∂◻m+n ↪ ◻m+n)
(⊓mk,ǫ ↪ ◻m)⊗ˆ(∂◻n ↪ ◻n) ≅ (⊓m+nk,ǫ ↪ ◻m+n)
(∂◻m ↪ ◻m)⊗ˆ(⊓nk,ǫ ↪ ◻n) ≅ (⊓m+nm+k,ǫ ↪ ◻m+n)

Using the above proposition and the fact that ◻ is an elegant Reedy category, we obtain:
Corollary 1.16. If f and g are monomorphisms in cSet, then f ⊗ˆg is again a monomorphism. 
The category ◻ admits two canonical identity-on-objects automorphisms (−)co, (−)co−op∶ ◻ → ◻.
The first one takes ∂ni,ε to ∂
n
n+1−i,ε, σ
n
i to σ
n
n+1−i, and γ
n
i,ε to γ
n
n+1−i,ε. The second one takes ∂
n
i,ε to
∂ni,1−ε, σ
n
i to σ
n
i , and γ
n
i,ε to γ
n
i,1−ε. (Their names are motivated by the fact that, according to the
source/target distinction described in Section 3 below, (−)co reverses the direction of even-dimensional
cubes and (−)co−op reverses the direction of all cubes.) Precomposition with these automorphisms
induces functors also denoted (−)co, (−)co−op∶ cSet → cSet, and their “contravariant” behavior with
respect to the cubical structure can be seen via its interaction with the geometric product. We write(−)op for the composite of those.
Proposition 1.17.
(1) The functor (−)co∶ cSet → cSet is strong anti-monoidal, i.e., (X ⊗ Y )co ≅ Y co ⊗Xco.
(2) The functor (−)co−op∶ cSet → cSet is strong monoidal i.e., (X ⊗ Y )co−op ≅Xco−op ⊗ Y co−op.
(3) The functor (−)op∶ cSet → cSet is strong anti-monoidal, i.e., (X ⊗ Y )op ≅ Y op ⊗Xop. 
Finally, the composite ◻ → Cat → sSet given by ◻n ↦ (∆1)n defines a co-cubical object in the
category of simplicial sets. Taking the Yoneda extension, we obtain a adjoint pair
T ∶ cSet ⇄ sSet ∶ U .
We will call T ∶ cSet→ sSet the triangulation functor.
In view of Theorem 1.10, T can also be seen as a monoidal functor associated to the cubical monoid
∆1 in sSet. We conclude this section by recording some properties of the triangulation functor.
Proposition 1.18.
(1) T is strong monoidal.
(2) T preserves monomorphisms.
Proof. The first statement follows by the fact that T preserves colimits and sSet is cartesian closed.
The second statement follows from first, since T takes boundary inclusions, i.e., the elements of the
cellular model, to monomorphisms. 
1.3. Complicial sets. In this section, we introduce marked simplicial sets and model structures for
(n-trivial) complicial sets. There are many similarities between the theory recalled here and that
developed in Section 3.
Just as in the case of cubical sets, when working with simplicial sets, we will write the action of
simplicial operators on the right.
Definition 1.19. A marked simplicial set is a simplicial set X equipped with a subset of its simplices
eX ⊆ ∐n≥1Xn called the marked simplices such that
● No 0-simplex is marked, and
● Every degenerate simplex is marked.
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A map of marked simplicial sets f ∶X → Y is a map of simplicial sets which carries marked simplices to
marked simplices. We denote sSet+ for the category of marked simplicial sets with maps for morphisms.
Marked simplicial sets used to be called stratified simplicial sets (cf. e.g., [Ver08a]), but the name
‘marked’ is more descriptive and has since become more popular.
There is a natural forgetful functor sSet+ → sSet, which has both left and right adjoints. The left
adjoint X ↦ X♭ endows a simplicial set X with the minimal marking, marking only the degenerate
simplices. The right adjoint X ↦ X♯ endows a simplicial set X with the maximal marking, marking
all simplices.
If X is a simplicial set, we will by default consider it as a marked simplicial set with its minimal
marking X♭.
Definition 1.20. We say that X ∈ sSet+ is n-trivial if every simplex of dimension ≥ n + 1 is marked.
Given a marked simplicial set X , we will write coren(X) for its maximal n-trivial subset. In other
words, the k-simplices of coren(X) are precisely those k-simplices x in X such that xα is marked in
X for any α∶ [m] → [k]. This assignment extends to a functor coren∶ sSet+ → sSet+, which admits a
left adjoint τn∶ sSet
+ → sSet+. Explicitly, τn acts as the identity on the underlying simplicial set and a
k-simplex is marked in τnX if either k ≤ n and x is marked in X or k ≥ n + 1.
Definition 1.21. A map X → Y of marked simplicial sets is:
● regular if it creates markings, i.e., for an n-simplex x of X we have: x ∈ eXn if and only if
f(x) ∈ eYn;
● entire if the induced map between the underlying cubical sets is invertible.
The join operation ⋆ is extended from simplicial sets to marked simplicial sets by declaring that a
simplex in X ⋆ Y is marked if and only if either its component in X or its component in Y is marked.
We now define several distinguished objects and maps in sSet+. These will be essential to the
description of various model structures we will be considering.
We denote ∆̃n = τn-1(∆n) the n-simplex with the non-degenerate n-simplex marked and no other
non-degenerate simplices marked. We call the canonical map ∆n → ∆̃n the n-marker.
For n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we denote ∆nk the n-simplex with the following marking: a non-degenerate
simplex is marked iff it contains all of the points {k − 1, k, k + 1} ∩ [n] among its vertices. We call
∆nk the k-complicial n-simplex. We denote Λ
n
k ⊂ ∆
n
k the k-horn of dimension n (i.e. the simplicial
subset missing the non-degenerate n-simplex and the kth (n − 1)-face) endowed with the marking
making it a regular subset of ∆nk . We call Λ
n
k the complicial k-horn of dimension n. We call the
inclusion Λnk →∆
n
k the k-complicial horn inclusion of dimension n. We denote ∆
n
k
′′
= τn-2∆
n
k , and we
denote ∆nk
′
=∆nk ∐Λnk τn-2Λ
n
k . The canonical inclusion ∆
n
k
′ →∆nk
′′ is called the elementary k-complicial
marking extension of dimension n.
There are two standard model structures on marked simplicial sets:
Theorem 1.22. The category sSet+ carries the complicial model structure characterized by the fol-
lowing properties:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set of
– complicial horn inclusions, and
– elementary complicial marking extensions
forms a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
This model structure is combinatorial, cartesian, simplicial, left proper, and has all objects cofibrant.
Proof. This is a combination of [Ver08b, Thm. 100 & Lem. 105]. 
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Note that since the terminal object is always fibrant, this includes a characterization of the fibrant
objects of the model structure, which are called complicial sets.
Definition 1.23. A map of marked simplicial sets X → Y is
● a complicial marking extension if it is in the cellular closure of the elementary complicial
marking extensions;
● complicial if it is in the cellular closure of the complicial horn inclusions and the elementary
complicial marking extensions.
There is also the n-trivial version of the complicial model structure.
Theorem 1.24. The category sSet+ carries the n-trivial complicial model structure characterized by
the following properties:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set of
– complicial horn inclusions,
– elementary complicial marking extensions of dimension ≤ n + 1, and
– markers of dimension > n
forms a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
Proof. This is a combination of [Ver08b, Ex. 104 & Lem. 105]. 
In sSet+, the pseudo Gray tensor product is modelled by the cartesian product. We will adopt the
following notation from [Ver08b, Ver08b] which emphasizes this view.
Definition 1.25. The cartesian product on sSet+ (and its reflective subcategory PreComp described
below) is denoted by .
Thus Theorem 1.22 in particular says that Verity’s model structure is monoidal with respect to the
pseudo Gray tensor product.
The following proposition will be useful later.
Proposition 1.26. Let f ∶A → X and g∶B → Y be entire maps in sSet+. Then their Leibniz pseudo
Gray tensor fˆg is a complicial marking extension.
Proof. Since the forgetful functor sSet+ → sSet preserves colimits, fˆg is entire. We assume for the
sake of simplicity that fˆg is an inclusion. Let (x, y) be an n-simplex that is marked in X  Y but
not in dom(fˆg) = (AY )∪ (X B). Equivalently, x is marked in X but not in A, and y is marked
in Y but not in B. Then we must have n ≥ 1, so the (n+ 1)-simplex z = (xσ0, yσ1) is well-defined. We
claim that this simplex z extends as indicated below:
∆n+1 (A Y ) ∪ (X B)
∆n+11
′
z
∃
To see that z at least extends to ∆n+11 , let α∶ [m] → [n + 1] be a simplicial operator with 0,1,2 ∈ imα.
Then both x(σ0 ○ α) and y(σ ○ α) are degenerate, so zα is marked in dom(fˆg). Since the face
z∂0 = (x, y(∂0 ○ σ1)) is marked in X  B and the face z∂2 = (x(∂2 ○ σ0), y) is marked in A  Y , we
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indeed have an extension as indicated. Therefore we have a pushout square
∐∆n+11
′ (A Y ) ∪ (X B)
∐∆n+11
′′
X  Y
where the coproducts are taken over all n-simplices (x, y) that are marked in X  Y but not in
dom(fˆg), and the upper horizontal map is induced by the simplices of the form (xσ0, yσ1). This
completes the proof. 
Definition 1.27. Let [n] ∈ ∆ and let 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The (i, n − i)th front face of dimension n is the map
upmodelsi,n−i1 ∶ [i]→ [n], j ↦ j. The (i, n − i)th back face of dimension n is the map upmodelsi,n−i2 ∶ [i]→ [n], j ↦ i + j.
Let [n] ∈∆ and let 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We define the following two additional maps of simplices, the (i, n−i)th
front and back projections :
ãi,n−i1 ∶ [n] → [i] ãi,n−i2 ∶ [n] → [i]
j ↦
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
j j ≤ i
i j > i
j ↦
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 j < i
j − i j ≥ i
Definition 1.28. Let X,Y ∈ sSet+, let (x, y) ∈ Xn × Yn be a simplex of X × Y , and let 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We
say that (x, y) is i-cloven if either x upmodelsi,n−i1 is marked in X or y upmodelsi,n−i2 is marked in Y . We say that(x, y) is fully cloven if it is i-cloven for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
The Gray tensor product of X and Y , denoted X ⊗ Y , is defined to be the marked simplicial set
with underlying simplicial set X × Y , where a simplex (x, y) ∈ Xn × Yn is marked if and only if it is
fully cloven.
Theorem 1.29 ([Ver08a, Lem. 131]). The Gray tensor product endows sSet+ with a (nonsymmetric)
monoidal structure, such that the forgetful functor (sSet+,⊗) → (sSet,×) is strict monoidal.
Definition 1.30. A pre-complicial set is a marked simplicial set X with the right lifting property
with respect to the complicial marking extensions. These form a reflective subcategory of sSet+ which
we will denote PreComp. We will denote the localization functor X ↦Xpre.
Theorem 1.31. The category PreComp carries the following model structures:
(1) the complicial model structure characterized by the following conditions:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set of
– pre-complicial reflections of complicial horn inclusions
forms a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
(2) the n-trivial complicial model structure characterized by the following conditions:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set of
– pre-complicial reflections of complicial horn inclusions, and
– pre-complicial reflections of markers of dimension > n
forms a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
The localization (−)pre is a left Quillen equivalence between the complicial model structures (resp. the
n-trivial complicial model structures).
Proof. The proofs of both cases are analogous, so we only prove (1). We use [HKRS17, Prop. 2.1.4]
to right induce the model structure along the inclusion PreComp → sSet+. It suffices to show that the
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reflections of the complicial maps are weak equivalences. This is true by 2-out-of-3 because the unit
of the localization is a natural weak equivalence (indeed, it is a complicial marking extension).
It follows that the adjunction sSet+ ⇄ PreComp is a Quillen adjunction. Finally, since the unit is a
natural weak equivalence this is in fact a Quillen equivalence. 
Now we analyse the restriction of the Gray tensor product on PreComp.
Theorem 1.32. PreComp is closed under the Gray tensor product ⊗.
Proof. Let X,Y ∈ PreComp and suppose we are given
(x, y)∶∆nk ′ →X ⊗ Y.
Suppose for contradiction that (x, y)δk = (xδk, yδk) is unmarked. Then there exists a partition p + q =
n − 1 such that (xδk) upmodelsp,q1 is unmarked in X and (yδk) upmodelsp,q2 is unmarked in Y .
Suppose k ≤ p (the other case can be treated dually). Then since y upmodelsp+1,q2 = (yδk) upmodelsp,q2 is unmarked
in Y and (x, y) is marked in X ⊗ Y , it follows that z = x upmodelsp+1,q1 is marked in X . We claim that the
map
z∶ ∆̃p+1 →X
extends to ∆p+1k
′
. Let α∶ [r] → [p + 1] be a face operator such that {k − 1, k, k + 1} ∩ [p + 1] ⊂ im(α).
Then we have {k−1, k, k+1}∩ [n+1] ⊂ im(α⋆ id[q−1]), so (x, y)(α⋆ id[q−1]) is marked in X ⊗Y . Since(y(α ⋆ id[q−1])) upmodelsr,q2 = y upmodelsp+1,q2 is unmarked in Y , it follows that (x(α ⋆ id[q−1])) upmodelsr,q1 = zα is marked in
X . Similarly, zδℓ is marked for ℓ ∈ {k− 1, k + 1}∩ [p+ 1]. Thus we obtain z∶∆p+1k ′ →X . But since X is
pre-complicial, this map must further extend to ∆p+1k
′′
. Equivalently, zδk = (x upmodelsp+1,q1 )δk = (xδk) upmodelsp,q1
must be marked in X , which is our desired contradiction. 
Theorem 1.33. The complicial model structure (resp. n-trivial complicial model structure) on PreComp
is monoidal with respect to the Gray tensor product ⊗. In particular, this monoidal structure is biclosed.
Proof. The Gray tensor product ⊗ on PreComp is proven to be biclosed in [Ver08a, Thm. 148]. The
Leibniz Gray tensor product preserves monomorphisms because the corresponding fact holds for the
geometric product of cubical sets. Since the complicial model structure on sSet+ is monoidal with
respect to the Gray tensor product [Ver08b, Thm. 109] (although it is not biclosed on sSet+) and
the unit of the pre-complicial reflection is a levelwise complicial marking extension, it follows that
the complicial model structure on PreComp is monoidal. To extend this fact to the n-trivial model
structure, observe that the Leibniz Gray tensor product of the m-marker with any monomorphism is
in the cellular closure of the m′-markers for m′ ≥m. 
2. Marked cubical sets and Gray tensor product
In this section, we introduce marked cubical sets and define their Gray tensor product.
2.1. Marked cubical sets. In order to define makred cubical sets, we need to introduce certain
enlargement ◻+ of the box category. The objects of ◻+ consist of: [1]n for every n ≥ 0 and [1]ne for
every n ≥ 1. The morphisms of ◻+ are generated by the maps
- ∂ni,ε∶ [1]n−1 → [1]n for every n ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , n, and ε = 0,1,
- σni ∶ [1]n → [1]n−1 for n ≥ 1 and i = 1, . . . , n,
- γni ∶ [1]n → [1]n−1 for n ≥ 2, i = 1, . . . , n − 1, and ε = 0,1,
- ϕn∶ [1]n → [1]ne for n ≥ 1,
- ζni ∶ [1]ne → [1]n−1 for n ≥ 1 and i = 1, . . . , n,
- ξni,ε∶ [1]ne → [1]n−1 for n ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , n, and ε = 0,1,
subject to the usual cubical identities and the following additional relations:
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ζiϕ = σi;
ξi,εϕ = γi,ε;
σiζj = σjζi+1 for j ≤ i;
γj,εξi,δ = { γi,δξj,ε for j > i;γi,δξi+1,δ for j = i and δ = ε;
σjξi,δ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
γi−1,δζj for j < i;
σiζi for j = i;
γi,δζj+1 for j > i.
Proposition 2.1. The category ◻+ is an EZ Reedy category with the following Reedy structure:
● deg[1]0 = 0; deg[1]n = 2n − 1 for n ≥ 1; deg[1]ne = 2n for n ≥ 1;
● ◻
+
− is generated by the maps: σ
n
i , γ
n
i,ε, ζ
n
i , and ξ
n
i,ε;
● ◻
+
− is generated by the maps: ∂
n
i,ε and ϕ
n.
The proof of this fact follows the same steps as established in [OR18, App. C]. We begin by noting
the following simple lemma:
Lemma 2.2.
(1) The are no non-identity maps in ◻+− whose target is in ◻
+
∖ ◻.
(2) The are no non-identity maps in ◻++ whose source is in ◻
+ ∖ ◻. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We first note that the sections of ζi are ϕ∂i,0 and ϕ∂i,1; the sections of ξi,1
are ϕ∂i,0 and ϕ∂i+1,0; and the sections of ξi,0 are ϕ∂i,1 and ϕ∂i+1,1. This proves the Eilenberg–Zilber
property, and hence we only need to show the existence and uniqueness of factorizations. We consider
four cases, depending on whether or not the domain and codomain of the map to be factored belong
to ◻ ⊆ ◻+.
(1) [1]m → [1]n. The existence of a factorization follows from the existence of such a factorization
in ◻. If such a factorization were to be non-unique, we would need to have [1]m → [1]ke → [1]n
with [1]ke → [1]n ∈ ◻++, which is impossible by Lemma 2.2(2).
(2) [1]m → [1]ne . We obtain the factorization by taking [1]m → [1]n ϕ→ [1]ne and factoring the first
map in ◻. Again, Lemma 2.2(2) implies uniqueness.
(3) [1]me → [1]n. Such a map must factor as [1]me → [1]m−1 → [1]k → [1]n, where the first map is
either ζi or ξi,ε, and the remaining two are obtained by factoring the composite [1]m−1 → [1]n in
◻. Of course, the choice of ζi or ξi,ε may not be unique, but the composite [1]me → [1]m−1 → [1]k
must be — this is because of the additional relations relating ζi’s to σi’s and ξi,ε’s to γi,ε’s. In
light of Lemma 2.2(1), this proves the uniqueness.
(4) [1]me → [1]ne . In this case, we obtain the factorization by combining the techniques from the
previous two cases, namely
[1]me → [1]m−1 → [1]k → [1]n ϕ→ [1]ne ,
where again the first map is one of ζi or ξi,ε and the composite 1]m−1 → [1]k → [1]n is obtained
in ◻. Since there are no relations of the form ϕα = β, this reduces the proof of uniqueness to
the previous case. 
Definition 2.3. A structurally marked cubical set is a presheaf X ∶ (◻+)op → Set. A map of structurally
marked cubical sets is a natural transformation of such presheaves.
Given a structurally marked cubical set X , we will write Xn for X([1]n) and eXn for X([1]ne ).
Just as in the case of cubical sets, we adopt the convention of writing cubical operators on the right,
e.g., for x ∈ eX1, we write xϕ for the resulting element of X1.
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Definition 2.4. A marked cubical set is a structurally marked cubical set X ∶ (◻+)op → Set for which
the maps ϕ∗∶ eXn → Xn is a monomorphism for all n ≥ 1. We write cSet
+ for the full subcategory of
Set
(◻+)op spanned by the marked cubical sets.
We think of a marked cubical set X as a cubical set in which certain n-cubes have been designated
as equivalences, i.e., those in eXn ⊆ Xn. The maps ζi and ξi,ε ensure that every degenerate cube is
marked.
We may apply the same intuition to structurally marked cubical sets. However, failure of ϕn’s to
be monomorphisms means that being an equivalence is not a property of an n-cube, but a structure,
as there can be multiple markings on it.
Every (structurally) marked cubical set has an underlying cubical set, which defines a functor
upsilon∶ cSet
+ → cSet. Given a cubical set X , we can form a marked cubical set in two ways:
● the minimal marking functor takes a cubical set X to a marked cubical set X♭, where only
degenerate n-cubes are marked;
● the maximal marking functor, assigns to X the marked cubical set X♯ in which all cubes
marked (i.e., ϕn’s are identities).
This gives two functors (−)♭, (−)♯∶ cSet → cSet+. A striaghtforward verification shows:
Proposition 2.5. We have the following string of adjoint functors (−)♭ ⊣ υ ⊣ (−)♯. 
Remark 2.6 (Limits and colimits of marked cubical sets). The proposition above gives a recipe
for computing limits and colimits of diagrams F ∶I → cSet+. In both cases, we first compute the
underlying cubical set by taking the (co)limit of υF in cSet, and then equipping it with the minimal
marking making the colimit inclusions maps of marked cubical sets, or the maximal marking making
the limit projects maps of marked cubical sets. It follows, e.g., that a cube in a colimit is marked if
and only if it is in the image of a marked cube under one of the colimit inclusions.
Furthermore, the canonical embedding cSet+ ↪ Set(◻
+)op of marked cubical sets into structurally
marked cubical sets admits a left adjoint, denoted Im∶Set(◻
+)op → cSet+. Explicitly, ImX is obtained
by factoring all ϕn’s via their image eXn → (eXn)ϕn → Xn and taking the resulting object as a new
set of marked n-cubes. We may summarize it with the following statement:
Proposition 2.7. Marked cubical sets form a reflective subcategory of the structurally marked cubical
sets with the reflector given by Im∶Set(◻
+)op → cSet+. 
Corollary 2.8. The category cSet+ of marked cubical sets is locally presentable. 
Definition 2.9. A map f ∶X → Y of marked cubical sets is:
● regular if it creates markings, i.e., for an n-cube x of X we have: x ∈ eXn if and only if
f(x) ∈ eYn;
● entire if the induced map between the underlying cubical sets is invertible.
Whenever a cubical set is considered as marked cubical, it will always be considered with its minimal
marking, and thus we denote ◻n = (◻n)♭ the n-cube regarded as a marked cubical set and likewise
∂◻n = (∂◻n)♭. Just as in the case of cubical sets, we call the inclusion map ∂◻n → ◻n the boundary
inclusion. We denote ◻̃
n
= τn-1(◻n) the n-cube with the nondegnerate n-cube marked and no other
non-degenerate cubes marked. We call the canonical map ◻n → ◻̃n the n-marker.
Proposition 2.10. The monomorphisms of cSet+ (and Set(◻
+)op) are the saturation of the set
{∂◻n ↪ ◻n ∣ n ≥ 0} ∪ {◻n ↪ ◻̃n ∣ n ≥ 1}.
Definition 2.11. We say that X ∈ cSet+ is n-trivial if every cube of dimension ≥ n + 1 is marked.
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Given a marked cubical set X , we will write corenX for its maximal n-trivial subset. In other words,
the k-cubes of corenX are precisely those k-cubes x such that xα is marked for all α∶ [1]m → [1]k
with m > n. This assignment extends to a functor coren∶ cSet
+ → cSet+, which admits a left adjoint
τn∶ cSet
+ → cSet+. Explicitly, τn acts as the identity on the underlying cubical set and a k-cube is
marked in τnX if either k ≤ n and x is marked in X or k ≥ n + 1.
The functors (−)co, (−)co−op, (−)op∶ cSet → cSet generalize to the marked setting in the straight-
forward manner. For (−)co we send ϕn to itself, ζni to ζnn+1−i, and ξni,ε to ξnn+1−i,ε. For (−)co−op,
we send ϕn and ζni to themselves and ξ
n
i,ε to ξ
n
i,1−ε. These then induce functors by precomposition(−)co, (−)co−op, (−)op∶ cSet+ → cSet+.
2.2. Gray tensor products.
Definition 2.12. The (lax ) Gray tensor product X⊗Y of two marked cubical sets X,Y ∈ cSet+ is the
geometric product υX ⊗ υY wherein a non-degenerate cube x ⊗ y is marked if and only if either x is
marked in X or y is marked in Y . This extends to a functor ⊗∶ cSet+ × cSet+ → cSet+ in the obvious
way.
Definition 2.13. The pseudo Gray tensor product X Y is the geometric product υX ⊗ υY wherein
a non-degenerate cube x⊗ y is unmarked if and only if:
● x is a 0-cube and y is unmarked in Y ; or
● x is unmarked in X and y is a 0-cube.
This extends to a functor ∶ cSet+ × cSet+ → cSet+ in the obvious way.
Remark 2.14. Since no 0-cubes are marked, one can easily check that X  Y may be obtained from
X ⊗ Y by marking those x⊗ y such that x ∈ Xm, y ∈ Yn with m,n ≥ 1. Thus the identity at υX ⊗ υY
lifts to an entire map µX,Y ∶X ⊗ Y → X  Y . This map is clearly natural in X and Y , and moreover
µX,Y is invertible if either X or Y is 0-trivial.
Remark 2.15. The Gray tensor products ⊗ and  share many properties and often a statement or a
proof applies equally well to both tensor products. In such situations, we write ⊙ to mean either. Of
course the interpretation of ⊙ is to be kept consistent within each statement and its proof.
Theorem 2.16. The Gray tensor product ⊙ forms part of a biclosed monoidal structure on cSet+
such that the forgetful functor υ∶ (cSet+,⊙) → (cSet,⊗) is strict monoidal. The entire inclusions
µX,Y ∶X ⊗ Y → X  Y together with µ0 = id◻0 equips the identity functor with a monoidal structure(idcSet+ , µ)∶ (cSet+,⊗) → (cSet+,).
Proof. Suppose we are given non-degenerate cubes x ∈ Xm, y ∈ Yn, z ∈ Zk in X,Y,Z ∈ cSet
+. Then the(m + n + k)-cube (x⊗ y)⊗ z in (X ⊙ Y )⊙Z is unmarked if and only if:
(⊗) none of x, y, z is marked; or
() (at least) two of x, y, z are 0-cubes and the last is unmarked.
One can give a similar characterization of when x ⊗ (y ⊗ z) is unmarked, and it follows that the
associativity isomorphism (υX⊗υY )⊗υZ ≅ υX⊗(υY ⊗υZ) in cSet lifts to an isomorphism (X⊙Y )⊙Z ≅
X ⊙ (Y ⊙ Z) in cSet+. The unit isomorphisms can be lifted similarly, and moreover these lifted
isomorphisms are suitably natural and coherent. Thus we indeed obtain a monoidal structure on cSet+
such that υ is strict monoidal. The assertion regarding the monodal structure on the identity functor
is obvious.
It remains to show that this monoidal structure is biclosed. Let F ∶I → cSet+ and X ∈ cSet+. Since
the geometric product is cocontinuous in each variable and υ is cocontinuous and strict monoidal, the
canonical comparison map
colim(X ⊙ F )→X ⊙ colimF
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is υ-invertible. Moreover one can check using Remark 2.6 that a non-degenerate cube in either side is
marked if and only if it is the image of some marked cell under the canonical map from X ⊙ Fi for
some i ∈ I . It follows that this comparison map is invertible. Dually, (−)⊙X preserves colimits. Since
cSet
+ is locally finitely presentable, the existence of the desired biclosed structure now follows. 
Lemma 2.17. Let f ∶A→X and g∶B → Y be monomorphisms in cSet+.
(1) If both f and g are regular then so is f ⊙ˆg.
(2) If either f or g is entire then so is f ⊙ˆg.
(3) If both f and g are entire then f ⊙ˆg is invertible.
(4) If either f or g is entire then the square
(A⊗ Y ) ∪ (X ⊗B) (A Y ) ∪ (X B)
X ⊗ Y X  Y
f⊗ˆg fˆg
µX,Y
is a pushout in cSet+ where the upper horizontal map is induced by µ.
Proof. In each case, the underlying cubical map is a monomorphism by Corollary 1.16. We will assume
for the sake of simplicity that f ⊙ˆg is an inclusion.
(1⊗) Let x ⊗ y be a marked non-degenerate cube in X ⊗ Y . Then either x is marked in X or y is
marked in Y . We will only treat the first case; the second case may be treated dually. If x ⊗ y is in
the image of f ⊗ˆg then either x is in A or y is in B. In each of these subcases, x ⊗ y must be marked
in dom(f ⊗ˆg) since x is marked in X and f is regular. This shows that f ⊗ˆg is regular.
(1) Let x ⊗ y be a marked non-degenerate cube in X  Y . Suppose that x ⊗ y is in the image of
fˆg. The case (1⊗) combined with the square in (4) shows that if x ⊗ y is marked in X ⊗ Y then it
is also marked in dom(fˆg). Thus by Remark 2.14, it suffices to consider the case where x ∈ Xm and
y ∈ Yn for some m,n ≥ 1. But in such a case x⊗ y is clearly marked in dom(fˆg).
(2) Since υ preserves colimits, we have υ(f ⊙ˆg) ≅ υf ⊙ˆυg. Thus this assertion follows from the fact
that the pushout of an isomorphism along any map is itself an isomorphism.
(3⊗) We know from (2) that f ⊗ˆg is entire, so it suffices to show that this map is also regular. Let
x⊗ y be a marked non-degenerate cube in X ⊗ Y . Then either x is marked in X or y is marked in Y .
The cube x⊗ y is then marked in X ⊗B in the first subcase and it is marked in A ⊗ Y in the second
subcase. Thus f ⊗ˆg is indeed regular.
(4) By (2), each map in this square is entire. Thus its image under υ is trivially a pushout in cSet.
Moreover, for either of the horizontal maps, Remark 2.14 implies that the codomain is obtained from
the domain by marking those cubes x⊗y such that x ∈Xm and y ∈ Yn with m,n ≥ 1. Now the assertion
follows by Remark 2.6.
(3) This case follows from (3⊗) and (4). 
3. Model structure for comical sets
In this section, we construct two families of model structures on the category cSet+ of marked cubical
sets. The former of those has as its fibrant objects (saturated) “comical sets”, which we will define,
and it is our tentative model for the theory of weak ω-categories. The fibrant objects of the latter are
called n-trivial comical sets, and it is our tentative model for the theory of (∞, n)-categories.
A comical set is to be thought of as a kind of weak ω-category, and an n-cube therein represents an
n-dimensional morphism. The (n−1)-source of such an n-cube is the “composite” of the faces ∂k,ε with
k + ε odd, and similarly the (n − 1)-target is given by the even faces (this parity-based decomposition
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into source and target can be found in e.g., [Ait86, Str91, Ste93, AABS02]). For instance, a 2-cube
can be seen as a morphism of the form:
∂1,0
∂2,0
∂1,1
∂2,1
and a 3-cube represents a morphism between the following composites:
∂1,0
∂3,0
∂2,1
∂1,1
∂3,1
∂2,0
Marked n-cubes are to be thought of as being (weakly) invertible, although not every invertible cube
is marked unless the comical set is saturated.
Before defining (n-)comical sets, we will need a few auxiliary definitions.
For n ≥ 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, and ε ∈ {0,1}, we denote ◻nk,ε the n-cube with the following marking: a
non-degenerate cube ∂k1,ε1 . . . ∂kt,εt , written in the form specified by Theorem 1.6, is marked whenever
this string does not contain ∂k−1,ε, ∂k,ε, ∂k,1−ε, or ∂k+1,ε. (This is exactly the marking described in
[Ste06, Ex. 2.9].) We call this the (k, ε)-comical n-cube. We denote ⊓nk,ε ⊂ ◻nk,ε the (k, ε)-open box of
dimension n (i.e., the cubical subset missing the non-degenerate n-cube and the (k, ε)th (n − 1)-face)
endowed with the marking making it a regular subset of ◻nk,ε. We call ⊓
n
k,ε the comical (k, ε)-open box
of dimension n. We call the inclusion ⊓nk,ε → ◻
n
k,ε the (k, ε)-comical open box inclusion of dimension
n.
The elementary (k, ε)-comical marking extension of dimension n, denoted by ◻nk,ε′ → ◻nk,ε′′, is the
Leibniz product of the unit id → τn-2 and the comical box inclusion ⊓nk,ε → ◻
n
k,ε, i.e., the dashed map
in:
⊓nk,ε τn-2 ⊓
n
k,ε
◻
n
k,ε ⋅
τn-2 ◻
n
k,ε
p.o.
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For each x, y ∈ {↗,↙}, we define the basic Rezk map Lxy ↪ L′xy as the entire inclusion depicted
below:
L↗↗ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
L′↗↗ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
L↗↙ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
L′↗↙ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
L↙↗ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
L′↙↗ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
L↙↙ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
L′↗↗ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
Here thick arrows indicate marked cubes. More precisely, L↗↗ is the pushout of the span
X ◻1 Y
∂1,1 ∂1,0
where X is obtained from ◻̃
2
by marking ∂1,0 and ∂2,1, and Y is obtained from ◻̃
2
by marking ∂1,1
and ∂2,0. The codomain L
′
↗↗ is the 0-trivialization τ0(L↗↗). The marked cubical sets Lxy, L′xy are
defined similarly for other choices of x, y ∈ {↗,↙}. By a Rezk map we mean any map of the form
(∂◻m ↪ ◻m)⊗ˆ(Lxy ↪ L′xy)⊗ˆ(∂◻n ↪ ◻n).
Definition 3.1.
(1) A comical set is a marked cubical set with the right lifting property with respect to the comical
open box inclusions and the elementary comical marking extensions.
(2) A saturated comical sets is a marked cubical set with the right lifting property with respect
to the comical open box inclusions, the elementary comical marking extensions, and the Rezk
maps.
Remark 3.2. We briefly explain how the definition of (saturated) comical set should be interpreted.
In the comical n-cube ◻nk,ε, any sub-cube not contained in ∂k−1,ε, ∂k,ε, ∂k,1−ε, or ∂k+1,ε is marked.
In particular the unique non-degenerate n-cube is marked, so it can be thought of as an equivalence
between the composite of its odd faces and the composite of even faces. In other words, the comical
n-cube ◻nk,ε exhibits ∂k,ε as a composite of ∂k−1,ε, ∂k,1−ε, and ∂k+1,ε. e.g., ◻
3
2,0 looks like:
∂1,0
∂3,0
∂2,1 ∂2,0
One can thus interpret the right lifting property with respect to the comical box inclusions and the
comical marking extensions respectively as the existence of composites and the closure of marked cubes
under composition. In Section 4, we show how these conditions additionally encode such expected
properties of composition as the unit and associative laws, at least for 1-cubes.
There are two standard model structures on marked cubical sets:
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Theorem 3.3 (Model structure for comical sets). The category cSet+ carries two model structures:
(1) the comical model structure characterized by the following properties:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set of
– comical open box inclusions, and
– elementary comical marking extensions
forms a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
(2) the saturated comical model structure characterized by the following properties:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set of
– comical open box inclusions,
– elementary comical marking extensions, and
– Rezk maps
forms a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
Both of these model structures are combinatorial, left proper, monoidal with respect to either
of the Gray tensor products, and have all objects cofibrant.
The proof of this theorem is an application of the Cisinski–Olschok theory and verification of the
closure of anodyne maps under pushout-product. The latter part is contained in a lemma that precedes
the proof.
Definition 3.4. We say that a map of marked cubical sets X → Y is
(1) a comical marking extension if it is in the cellular closure of the elementary comical marking
extensions.
(2) comical if it is in the cellular closure of the comical open box inclusions and the elementary
comical marking extensions.
Lemma 3.5. For any 1 ≤ k ≤m, ε ∈ {0,1} and n ≥ 0, the Leibniz Gray tensor products
f = (⊓mk,ε ↪ ◻mk,ε)⊙ˆ(∂◻n ↪ ◻n)
g = (⊓mk,ε ↪ ◻mk,ε)⊙ˆ(◻n ↪ ◻̃n)
h = (◻mk,ε′ ↪ ◻mk,ε′′)⊙ˆ(∂◻n ↪ ◻n)
are all comical.
Proof. Consider a face of ◻m+n whose normal form ∂k1,ε1 . . . ∂kc,εc does not involve ∂k−1,ε, ∂k,0, ∂k,1
or ∂k+1,ε. Then clearly any terminal segment of this normal form does not involve any of these four
∂’s. This observation implies that the second isomorphism of Proposition 1.15 may be lifted to the
following commutative square:
⊓
m+n
k,ε (◻mk,ε ⊙ ∂◻n) ∪ (⊓mk,ε ⊙ ◻n)
◻
m+n
k,ε ◻
m
k,ε ⊙◻
n
f
We claim this square to be a pushout. This is clear on the underlying cubical set level since the
horizontal maps are invertible. Thus it suffices to check that the marking on ◻mk,ε⊙◻
n agrees with that
described in Remark 2.6. This is indeed the case since f is regular by Lemma 2.17(1) and the only
marked non-degenerate cube in cod(f)∖ dom(f) is the (m +n)-cube, which is the image of a marked
cube under the lower horizontal map. Thus f is indeed comical.
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The map g is entire by Lemma 2.17(2). Similarly to the above argument, one can deduce the
existence of the following commutative square of entire monomorphisms:
◻
m+n
k,ε
′ (◻mk,ε ⊙ ◻n) ∪ (⊓mk,ε ⊙ ◻̃n)
◻m+nk,ε
′′
◻mk,ε ⊙ ◻̃
n
g
One can moreover check that the only cube in cod(g) that is not marked in dom(g) is ∂k,ε and it is
the image of a marked cube under the lower horizontal map. This shows that the above square is a
pushout. Hence g is a comical marking extension.
Similarly, one can check that the following square is a pushout:
◻
m+n
k,ε
′ (◻mk,ε′′ ⊙ ∂◻n) ∪ (◻mk,ε′ ⊙ ◻n)
◻
m+n
k,ε
′′
◻
m
k,ε
′′
⊙◻
n
h
Therefore h is a comical marking extension. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We apply the Cisinski–Olschok theory, i.e., Theorem 1.4 with K = cSet+ and
I the set of boundary inclusions and markers. The set S consists of the comical open box inclusions
and the comical marking extensions in (1), and it additionally contains all Rezk maps in (2). For our
cylinder functor, we can use either ◻̃
1
⊗(−) or ◻̃1(−) as they are equal by Remark 2.14. This produces
a model structure on cSet+ in which the cofibrations are the monomorphisms and Λ(cSet+, I,C,S) is
a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
It remains to prove that the S in fact suffices as a pseudo-generating set, and moreover the model
structure is monoidal with respect to either of the Gray tensor products. By duality and Proposition 1.5
it suffices to show that:
● f ⊙ˆg is in the cellular closure of C whenever f, g ∈ C;
● f ⊙ˆg is in the cellular closure of S whenever f ∈ C and g ∈ S; and
● f ⊙ˆg is in the cellular closure of S whenever f ∈ S and g ∈ C.
The first clause follows from the corresponding property of the geometric product on cSet. We now
treat the second clause; the third is dual.
There are three kinds of maps in S, namely:
(A) comical box inclusions;
(B) elementary comical marking extensions; and
(C) Rezk maps,
and two kinds of maps in C, namely:
(a) boundary inclusions; and
(b) markers.
The case (Ca⊗) is obvious from our definition of Rezk maps. The case (Ca) then follows by
Lemma 2.17(4). In the cases (Bb) and (Cb), the map f ⊙ˆg is invertible by Lemma 2.17(3). The
remaining cases are treated in Lemma 3.5. 
There are also n-trivial versions of these model structures.
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Theorem 3.6 (Model structure for n-trivial comical sets). The category cSet+ carries two families of
model structures:
(1) the n-trivial comical model structure characterized by the following properties:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set of
– comical open box inclusions,
– elementary comical marking extensions of dimension ≤ n + 1, and
– markers of dimension > n
forms a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations
(2) the saturated n-trivial comical model structure characterized by the following properties:
● The cofibrations are the monomorphisms.
● The set of
– comical open box inclusions,
– elementary comical marking extensions of dimension ≤ n + 1,
– markers of dimension > n, and
– Rezk maps
form a pseudo-generating set of trivial cofibrations.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.3. Note that the Leibniz Gray tensor product of the
m-marker with any monomorphism is in the cellular closure of the m′-markers with m′ ≥m. 
Proposition 3.7. The functor τn∶ cSet
+ → cSet+ is a left Quillen functor from the n-trivial comi-
cal model structure (resp. saturated n-trivial comical model structure) to the comical model structure
(resp. saturated comical model structure).
Lemma 3.8. For any n ≥ 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ n+2 and ε ∈ {0,1}, the map τn ⊓n+2k,ε ↪ τn ◻n+2k,ε = ◻n+2k,ε ′′ is comical.
Proof. Recall the defining pushout square of the comical marking extension:
⊓
n+2
k,ε τn ⊓
n+2
k,ε
◻
n+2
k,ε ⋅
τn ◻
n+2
k,ε
p.o.
This diagram exhibits the desired result. 
Proof of Proposition 3.7. That τn preserves cofibrations is obvious. Moreover, observe that if a map
f ∶X → Y is surjective on unmarked cubes of dimension > n then the naturality square for the unit
X τnX
Y τn Y
f τn f
is a pushout in cSet+ by Remark 2.6. Thus it remains to check that τn sends ⊓
n+2
k,ǫ ↪ ◻
n+2
k,ǫ to a trivial
cofibration, which follows from the previous lemma. 
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As we mentioned earlier, our definition of comical box inclusion uses the marking described in [Ste06]
where Steiner characterizes the nerves of strict ω-categories. Phrased in the language of comical sets,
his characterization implies the following result:
Theorem 3.9 (cf. [Ste06, Thm. 3.16]). The cubical nerve of a globular ω-category, or equivalently the
underlying cubical set of a cubical ω-category with connections, is a comical set. 
This is analogous to the statement that the simplicial nerve of a strict ω-category is a complicial
set [Ver08a].
We conclude this section with the following observation will be useful in Section 7.
Proposition 3.10. For any n ≥ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ n and ε ∈ {0,1}, the comical box inclusion ⊓nk,ε ↪ ◻nk,ε may
be written as:
(⊓21,ε ↪ ◻21,ε)⊗ˆ(∂◻n−2 ↪ ◻n−2), k = 1,
(∂◻k−2 ↪ ◻k−2)⊗ˆ(⊓32,ε ↪ ◻32,ε)⊗ˆ(∂◻n−k−1 ↪ ◻n−k−1), 1 < k < n,
(∂◻n−2 ↪ ◻n−2)⊗ˆ(⊓22,ε ↪ ◻22,ε), k = n.
Proof. It is easy to check that the underlying cubical maps match, and also the markings on the
codomains match. Now observe that these Leibniz Gray tensor products are regular by Lemma 2.17(1).

4. Homotopy 1-categories of comical sets
Suppose we are given two 1-cubes f, g∶x → y in a comical set X . Then a marked 2-cube satisfying
any one of the following boundary conditions may be reasonably regarded as a homotopy f ∼ g:
y
x
y
y
f
g φ
y
x
y
y
g
f φ′
y
x
y
x
gf χ
y
x
y
x
fg χ′
x
x
y
y
f
g
ψ
x
x
y
y
g
f
ψ′
x
x
y
x
f
g
ω
x
x
y
x
g
f
ω′
Here equalities indicate degenerate (and hence marked) 1-cubes.
Proposition 4.1. If any one of the above boundary conditions admits a marked solution in the comical
set X then so do the others.
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Proof. Consider the following picture:
x
x
x
y
x
x
x f
f
deg
mindeg
x
x
x
y
x
x
f
f
y
g
ωdeg
ω′
If we have a marked 2-cube ω satisfying the boundary condition specified above, then this picture may
be interpreted as a map τ1 ⊓
3
3,1 → X which may be extended to ◻
3
3,1
′′
, yielding a marked 2-cube ω′.
Conversely, if we are given ω′ then this picture specifies a map τ1 ⊓
3
1,1 → X and extending it to ◻
3
1,1
′′
yields a marked 2-cube ω.
Similarly, the following picture shows that χ exists if and only if ω does:
x
x
x
y
x
x
x g
g
f
deg
χω
x
x
x
y
x
x
g
g
x
g
mindeg
deg
Dually, χ′ exists if and only if ω′ does.
The following picture shows that ψ exists if and only if ω′ does (and dually ψ′ exists if and only if
ω does):
x
x
y
y
x
x
x
g
g
f
ω′
ψdeg
x
x
y
y
x
x
g
g
x
g
degdeg
min
Finally the following picture shows that φ exists if and only if χ′ does (and dually φ′ exists if and
only if χ does):
x
x
y
y
y
x
x
f
g
f
g
min
φmin
x
x
y
y
y
x
f
g
x
f
degdeg
χ′
This completes the proof. 
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Definition 4.2. We say two 1-cubes f, g in a comical set X are homotopic and write f ∼ g if any one
of the above marked 2-cubes exists in X .
Proposition 4.3. For any pair of objects x, y in a comical set X, the homotopy relation is an equiv-
alence relation on the set of all 1-cubes x→ y.
Proof. The reflexivity and symmetry of ∼ are obvious. For transitivity, suppose we are given two
homotopies:
y
x
y
y
f
g φ
y
x
y
y
g
h χ
Then the following picture specifies a map τ1 ⊓
3
2,0 →X :
x
y
y
y
y
y
y
f
h
g
φ
degχ
x
y
y
y
y
y
f
h y
deg
deg
This map extends to ◻32,0
′′
, which in particular yields a homotopy f ∼ h. 
Now consider a “composable” pair of 1-cubes f ∶x → y and g∶y → z in a comical set X . We may
“compose” f and g by filling any one of the open boxes ⊓21,0, ⊓
2
1,1, ⊓
2
2,0, ⊓
2
2,1 as follows:
z
x
z
y
f
ga φ
y
x
z
x
bf
g
χ
y
x
z
z
c
f
g
ψ
x
x
z
y
f
g
d
ω
We will temporarily call such a a (1,0)-composite of f and g, and similarly call b, c and d (1,1)-,(2,0)- and (2,1)-composites of f and g respectively.
Proposition 4.4. Any two composites of f and g are homotopic to each other.
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Proof. Consider the four kinds of composites of f and g as above. The following picture specifies a
map τ1 ⊓
3
2,0 →X :
x
x
y
z
y
x
y
f
g
f g
f
deg
mindeg
x
x
y
z
y
x
f
g
f g
z
a
c
φ
ψ
This map extends to ◻32,0
′′
, which yields a homotopy between the (1,0)-composite a and the (2,0)-
composite c. Similarly a homotopy b ∼ c can be obtained via the following open box:
x
x
z
z
y
x
x
b
f g
c
f
ψmin
x
x
z
z
y
x
b
f g
x
b
degdeg
χ
and a homotopy b ∼ d can be obtained using:
x
x
x
z
x
x
x b
d
deg
deg
x
x
x
z
x
x
b
d
y
f
f g
χmin
ω
Finally, if a′ is another (1,0)-composites of f and g then we have a ∼ b ∼ a′. Similarly any two(k, ǫ)-composites of f and g (for fixed k and ǫ) are homotopic to each other. This completes the
proof. 
Proposition 4.5. Let f, f ′∶x → y and g, g′∶y → z be 1-cubes in a comical set X such that f ∼ f ′ and
g ∼ g′. Then any composite of f and g is homotopic to any composite of f ′ and g′.
Proof. Choose witnesses of the following forms for compositions and a homotopy f ∼ f ′:
y
x
z
x
af
g
φ
x
x
z
y
f ′
g
b
χ
x
x
y
x
f
f ′
ψ
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Then extending the following map τ1 ⊓
3
2,1 →X to ◻
3
2,1
′′
yields a homotopy a ∼ b:
x
x
x
z
x
x
x a
b
deg
deg
x
x
x
z
x
x
a
b
y
f
f ′ g
φψ
χ
Similarly, we may combine marked 2-cubes of the forms
y
x
z
z
c
f ′
g
φ′
x
x
z
y
f ′
g′d χ′
z
y
z
z
g
g′ ψ′
into a map ⊓32,0 →X as follows:
x
z
z
z
z
z
y
c
d
f ′ g
g′
φ′
ψ′χ′
x
z
z
z
z
z
c
d z
deg
deg
Extending this map to ◻32,0
′′
yields a homotopy c ∼ d. The desired result now follows by Propositions 4.3
and 4.4. 
Definition 4.6. We define the homotopy 1-category ho1X of a comical set X to be the category of
0-cubes and homotopy classes of 1-cubes in X .
Proposition 4.7. For a cubical set X, ho1X is indeed a 1-category.
Proof. Proposition 4.5 implies that we have a well-defined composition operation on ho1X . For any
0-cube x in X , we claim that the homotopy class containing xσ1 is the identity at x. Indeed for any
f ∶x→ y, the degenerate 2-cube
y
x
y
x
xσ1
ff
yσ1
fσ1
exhibits f as a (1,0)-composite of xσ1 and f , and also as a (1,1)-composite of f and yσ1.
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For associativity, suppose we are given 1-cubes f ∶x→ y, g∶y → z and h∶ z → w in X . Compose these
1-cubes as follows:
x
x
z
y
f
g
a
φ
x
x
w
z
a
h
b
χ
y
y
w
z
g
h
c
ψ
Then we may combine them into a map ⊓33,1 →X :
x
y
z
w
x
x
x
f g
h
b
a
φ
χdeg
x
y
z
w
x
x
f g
h
b
y
f c
ψdeg
Extending this map to ◻33,1
′′
then yields a marked 2-cube that witnesses the desired associativity. 
The following proposition is straightforward to verify.
Proposition 4.8. The assignment X ↦ ho1X extends to a functor from the category of comical sets
to Cat. Moreover there is a natural isomorphism ho1(Xop) ≅ (ho1X)op. 
5. Triangulation
The triangulation functor can also be viewed as a functor T ∶ ◻→ PreComp associated to the cubical
monoid ∆1, where PreComp is considered to be monoidal with respect to the Gray tensor product ⊗.
Since ∆1 is pre-complicial, it follows from Theorem 1.32 that T [1]n = (∆1)⊗n. This functor likewise
induces a strong monoidal left adjoint T ∶ cSet→ PreComp with right adjoint U .
Given an r-simplex φ in the simplicial set (∆1)n, we can define a function
{1, . . . , n}→ {1, . . . , r,±∞}
by declaring
i↦
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
+∞, πi ○ φ(r) = 0,
p, πi ○ φ(p − 1) = 0 and πi ○ φ(p) = 1,
−∞, πi ○ φ(0) = 1.
In fact, any function {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , r,±∞} determines a unique r-simplex in (∆1)n, so we will
identify these things.
Remark 5.1. In what follows, we sometimes write such expressions as p ± k for p ∈ {1, . . . , r,±∞}
and finite k. These expressions are to be interpreted as p when p ∈ {±∞}. We will never consider
expressions involving more than one ±∞.
Definition 5.2. We will write ι = ιn∶{1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n,±∞} for the inclusion regarded as an
n-simplex in (∆1)n.
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We will think of any set of the form {1, . . . , r,±∞} as a linearly ordered set
−∞ < 1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < r < +∞.
Note however that simplices φ∶{1, . . . , n}→ {1, . . . , r,±∞} are not necessarily order-preserving.
Proposition 5.3. Under this identification, a simplicial operator α∶ [q] → [r] sends an r-simplex φ to
the q-simplex φα given by
(φα)(i) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
+∞, φ(i) > α(q),
p, α(p − 1) < φ(i) ≤ α(p),
−∞, φ(i) ≤ α(0).
Example 5.4. For any 0 ≤m ≤ r,
(φ upmodelsm,r−m1 )(i) = { +∞, φ(i) >m,φ(i), φ(i) ≤m
and
(φ upmodelsm,r−m2 )(i) = { φ(i) −m, φ(i) >m,−∞, φ(i) ≤m.
It is easy to verify the following proposition using Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.5. An r-simplex φ in (∆1)n is non-degenerate if and only if φ−1(p) ≠ ∅ for each
1 ≤ p ≤ r.
Wemay also regard such functions φ∶{1, . . . , n}→ {1, . . . , r,±∞} as simplices in themarked simplicial
set (∆1)⊗n.
Proposition 5.6. An r-simplex φ in (∆1)⊗n is unmarked if and only if there exist
1 ≤ i1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ir ≤ n
such that φ(ip) = p for all 1 ≤ p ≤ r. In particular, the only unmarked n-simplex in (∆1)⊗n is ιn.
Proof. This is proved in [Ver07, Obs. 27]. Note however that the indexing in that paper is reversed. 
We extend T to a functor on the extended cube category by defining T [1]ne = τn-1((∆1)⊗n). It
follows from Proposition 5.6 that T [1]ne may be obtained from (∆1)⊗n by marking ιn. The following
lemma shows that T is at least well-defined on the object level.
Lemma 5.7. The marked simplicial set τn-1((∆1)⊗n) is pre-complicial for any n ≥ 0.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that we are given a map φ∶∆rk
′ → τn-1((∆1)⊗n) that cannot be
extended to ∆rk
′′. Then φ must not factor through the pre-complicial set (∆1)⊗n, so φ sends at least
one of the marked, non-degenerate simplices in ∆mk
′ to ιn. It follows that m ≥ n. In fact, we must
have m = n and φ = ιn since τn-1((∆1)⊗n) is (n − 1)-trivial and φ∂k is unmarked. But at least one of
∂k−1 and ∂k+1 is a well-defined face of ∆
r
k
′, and it can be easily checked using Proposition 5.6 that φ
sends this face to an unmarked simplex. This is the desired contradiction. 
To extend T to a functor on ◻+, we still need to define its value on the generating morphisms ϕn,
ζni , and ξ
n
i,ε, and verify the co-cubical identities. The maps Tϕ
n
∶T [1]n → T [1]ne are evident. They are
identity on the underlying cubical set and add the additional marking on ιn. We note however that
they are epimorphisms. To define Tζni (resp. Tξ
n
i,ε), recall that ζ
n
i ϕ
n = σni (resp. ξ
n
iεϕ
n = γni,ε), and this
yields a unique choice of Tζni (resp. Tξ
n
i,ε). Finally, to see that this definition satisfies the additional
identities, we note that these involving ϕ are clear, whereas the remaining ones can be reduced to the
usual cubical identities by precomposing with ϕ and using the fact that it is an epimorphism.
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Thus we obtain a left adjoint functor T from witnessed cubical sets to pre-complicial sets. Moreover,
the right adjoint U takes values in marked cubical sets, because the map ◻n → ◻nt is carried by T to
an epimorphism.
We have constructed an adjunction T ⊣ U between marked cubical sets and pre-complicial sets. In
the remainder of the paper, we show that T is strong monoidal with respect to either version of the
Gray tensor products and moreover left Quillen with respect to suitable model structures. We will
make use of the following observation.
Proposition 5.8. There are isomorphisms T (Xop) ≅ (TX)op natural in X ∈ cSet+.
Proof. Since both X ↦ T (Xop) and X ↦ T (X)op are cocontinuous, it suffices to verify the assertion
for X = ◻n for n ≥ 0 and X = ◻̃
n
for n ≥ 1. It is straightforward to check that these isomorphisms
exist and are natural for X = ◻0, ◻1 and ◻2. Since both X ↦ T (Xop) and X ↦ (TX)op are anti-
monoidal, we obtain the isomorphisms for X = ◻n with arbitrary n by Theorem 1.10. The rest is
straightforward. 
6. Triangulating Gray tensor product
We now prove that the triangulation functor is monoidal with respect to either version of the Gray
tensor product. We begin by describing a proof strategy that will be used in both the lax and the
pseudo cases.
6.1. Proof strategy. The proof typically reduces to showing a map A→ B to be a complicial marking
extension where A,B are certain entire supersets of (∆1)⊗N . (The integer N will be of the form
N = m + n in the actual proofs, but this is irrelevant in this subsection.) There are three kinds of
marked simplices in the simplicial set (∆1)N , namely those that are:
(i) marked in (∆1)⊗N ;
(ii) marked in A but not in (∆1)⊗N ; and
(iii) marked in B but not in A.
The simplices of type (i) are characterized by Proposition 5.6. The first step of the proof will be to
(define suitable A,B and) characterize simplices of type (ii) and (iii).
Before proceeding, we need the following definitions.
Definition 6.1. For any r-simplex φ in (∆1)N , define:
D(φ) = ∣φ−1({1, . . . , r})∣ − r,
O(φ) = {(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . ,N,±∞}2 ∶ i < j, φ(i) < φ(j)}.
The integer D(φ) measures how “diagonal” φ is, and the set O(φ) measures how “in order” φ is.
We complicially extend the marking on A to those simplices φ of type (iii) by nested induction on
D(φ) and ∣O(φ)∣. More precisely, consider the lexicographical ordering on Z × N so that (u1, v1) ≤(u2, v2) if and only if:
● u1 < u2; or
● u1 = u2 and v1 ≤ v2.
For each (u, v) ∈ Z×N, let A(u, v) denote the marked simplicial set obtained from A by marking those
simplices φ such that φ is marked in B and (D(φ), ∣O(φ)∣) < (u, v). Then:
● A(u1, v1) is an entire subset of A(u2, v2) for any (u1, v1) ≤ (u2, v2);
● colimv A(u, v) = A(u + 1,0) for any u ∈ Z; and
● colimu,v A(u, v) = B; and
● A(0,0) = A (by Proposition 5.5).
Now we assume the following.
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Assumption 1. Any marked simplex φ in B with D(φ) = 0 is marked in A.
Then we may upgrade the last bulleted item to A(1,0) = A. Thus to prove that A → B is a
complicial marking extension, it suffices to exhibit the map A(u, v) → A(u, v + 1) as a complicial
marking extension for each (u, v) ≥ (1,0).
So fix (u, v) ≥ (1,0) and suppose that we are given an r-simplex φ of type (iii) with (D(φ), ∣O(φ)∣) =(u, v). Then in particular D(φ) ≥ 1. So by the pigeon hole principle, we can choose 1 ≤ pφ ≤ r such
that ∣φ−1(pφ)∣ ≥ 2. Let iφ =minφ−1(pφ). Let φ˜ be the (r + 1)-simplex given by
φ˜(i) = { φ(i), φ(i) ≤ pφ and i ≠ iφ,
φ(i) + 1, φ(i) > pφ or i = iφ.
Observe that we have φ˜∂pφ = φ. We wish to show that this simplex φ˜ extends to ∆
r+1
pφ
′
:
∆r+1 A(u, v)
∆r+1pφ
′
φ˜
∃
Assuming this fact, we can deduce that we have a pushout square
∐∆r+1pφ
′
A(u, v)
∐∆r+1pφ
′′
A(u, v + 1)
where the coproducts are taken over all r-simplices φ of type (iii) with (D(φ), ∣O(φ)∣) = (u, v) (for
various r) and the horizontal maps are induced by φ˜.
The following lemma implies that φ˜ at least extends to ∆r+1pφ .
Lemma 6.2. Let α∶ [q] → [r + 1] be a face operator with{pφ, pφ ± 1} ⊂ imα. Then φ˜α is marked in(∆1)⊗N .
Proof. Let p ∈ [q] be the necessarily unique element with α(p) = pφ. Then we must have α(p − 1) =
pφ − 1 and α(p + 1) = pφ+1. Now one can check using Proposition 5.3 and the minimality of iφ that(φ˜α)−1(p + 1) = {iφ} and moreover any 1 ≤ i ≤ N satisfying (φ˜α)(i) = p must also satisfy i > iφ. Thus
φ˜α is marked in (∆1)⊗N by Proposition 5.6. 
Therefore it remains to prove that the faces χ = φ˜∂pφ−1 and ψ = φ˜∂pφ+1 are marked in A(u, v). First,
we describe these simplices explicitly.
Lemma 6.3. The simplex χ is given by
χ(i) = { −∞, φ(i) = pφ and i ≠ iφ,
φ(i), otherwise.
if pφ = 1 and
χ(i) = { pφ − 1, φ(i) = pφ and i ≠ iφ,
φ(i), otherwise
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if pφ ≥ 2. The simplex ψ is given by
ψ(i) = { +∞, i = iφ
φ(i), otherwise
if pφ = r and
ψ(i) = { pφ + 1, i = iφ
φ(i), otherwise
if pφ < r.
Proof. This is a routine application of Proposition 5.3. 
These explicit descriptions allow us to prove the following.
Lemma 6.4. The simplices χ and ψ satisfy
(D(χ), ∣O(χ)∣) < (D(φ), ∣O(φ)∣),
(D(ψ), ∣O(ψ)∣) < (D(φ), ∣O(φ)∣).
Proof. If pφ = 1 then clearly D(χ) < D(φ).
Suppose pφ ≥ 2. Then we have D(χ) = D(φ). We claim that O(χ) is a proper subset of O(φ).
Indeed, it can be seen from Lemma 6.3 that if a pair (i, j) satisfies φ(i) ≥ φ(j) and χ(i) < χ(j) then
we must have φ(i) = φ(j) = pφ and i ≠ iφ = j. But then the minimality of iφ implies i > j, and this
shows that there is no pair (i, j) in O(χ) ∖O(φ). On the other hand, our choice of pφ guarantees the
existence of some j ≠ iφ satisfying φ(j) = pφ, and the pair (iφ, j) is then in O(φ) ∖ O(χ). Therefore
O(χ) is a proper subset of O(φ), and this proves the lexicographical inequality concerning χ.
The simplex ψ can be treated dually. 
The last missing piece of the proof (that A→ B is a complicial marking extension) is the following.
Assumption 2. The simplices χ and ψ are marked in B.
Assumptions 1 and 2 of course depend on the exact definitions of A and B, and will be checked
below. This completes the proof strategy.
6.2. Triangulating the lax Gray tensor product. The goal of this subsection is to prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 6.5. The adjunction T ⊣ U is monoidal with respect to the lax Gray tensor products.
Equivalently, T ∶ (cSet+,⊗) → (sSet+,⊗) is strong monoidal.
Fix m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0. Observe that
∐◻m+k ◻m+n
∐ ◻̃
m+k
◻̃
m
⊗◻
n
∐ϕ
is a pushout square in cSet+ where the coproducts are taken over all face maps [1]k → [1]n. This
pushout is preserved by T , so the right square in
∐∆m+k ∐(∆1)⊗(m+k) (∆1)⊗(m+n)
∐ ∆̃m+k ∐ τm+k-1((∆1)⊗(m+k)) T (◻̃m ⊗ ◻n)
∐ ιm+k
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is a pushout square in PreComp where the upper horizontal map is induced by id(∆1)⊗m ⊗ T (φ) for
various face maps φ∶ [1]k → [1]n. The left square is also a pushout by Proposition 5.6, so the pasted
square is a pushout too. In this subsection, we define A to be the corresponding pushout in sSet+ (and
not in PreComp):
∐∆m+k (∆1)⊗(m+n)
∐ ∆̃m+k A
p.o.
so that its pre-complicial reflection Apre is precisely T (◻̃m ⊗ ◻n).
Lemma 6.6. An r-simplex φ is marked in A but not in (∆1)⊗(m+n) if and only if r ≥m, φ(i) = i for
all 1 ≤ i ≤m and φ ↾ φ−1({1, . . . , r}) is an isomorphism of linearly ordered sets.
Proof. Compute the colimit. 
Lemma 6.7. Let φ be an unmarked r-simplex in (∆1)⊗(m+n) . Then φ is marked in T (◻̃m)⊗ T (◻n)
if and only if:
(1) r ≥m;
(2) φ(i) = i for all 1 ≤ i ≤m; and
(3) there does NOT exist a sequence m < im < im+1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ir ≤ m + n such that φ(ip) = p for all
m ≤ p ≤ r.
Proof. Write φ = (φ1, φ2) for φ regarded as a simplex in the product simplicial set (∆1)m × (∆1)n.
That is, φ1∶{1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , r,±∞} and φ2∶{1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , r,±∞} are respectively given by
φ1(i) = φ(i) and φ2(i) = φ(m + i).
It follows from the definitions of ⊗ and T (◻̃m) that φ is marked in T (◻̃m)⊗ T (◻n) if and only if:
(a) r ≥m;
(b) (φ1, φ2) is q-cloven for all q except for q =m;
(c) φ1 upmodels
m,r−m
1 = ιm; and
(d) φ2 upmodels
m,r−m
2 is unmarked in (∆1)⊗n.
The clauses (a) and (c) here clearly correspond respectively to (1) and (2) in the lemma. Since we
are assuming φ to be unmarked in (∆1)⊗(m+n), Proposition 5.6 implies that there exists a sequence
1 ≤ i1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ir ≤ m + n such that φ(ip) = p for all 1 ≤ p ≤ r. Note that the strict inequalities imply
im+1 >m. One can now check using Example 5.4 that (φ2 upmodelsm,r−m2 )(ip−m) = p−m for all m+1 ≤ p ≤ r.
Thus (d) holds by Proposition 5.6.
It remains to check that, assuming (a), (c) and (d), the clauses (3) and (b) are equivalent. Note that(φ1, φ2) is q-cloven for any m < q ≤ r since the q-simplex φ1 upmodelsq,r−q1 in the simplicial set (∆1)m must be
degenerate. For 0 ≤ q < m, since we are assuming (c), φ1 upmodels
q,r−q
1 = ιq is unmarked in T (◻̃m). So (b) is
equivalent to φ2 upmodels
q,r−q
2 being marked in (∆1)⊗n for all 0 ≤ q <m. By Example 5.4 and Proposition 5.6,
this latter condition for fixed q is equivalent to the NON-existence of a sequence
m < iq+1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ir ≤m + n
such that φ(ip) = p for all q + 1 ≤ p ≤ r. Clearly the non-existence for q =m − 1, which is precisely (3),
implies the non-existence for all other values of q. This completes the proof. 
By combining Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 6.7, we obtain the following.
Lemma 6.8. An r-simplex φ in T (◻̃m)⊗ T (◻n) with r ≥m is unmarked if and only if there exist
1 ≤ i1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ir ≤m + n
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such that φ(ip) = p for all 1 ≤ p ≤ r and moreover im >m.
Lemma 6.9. There is a complicial marking extension A → T (◻̃m) ⊗ T (◻n) that commutes with the
evident inclusions of (∆1)⊗(m+n).
Proof. We apply the proof strategy from Section 6.1 with B = T (◻̃m)⊗ T (◻n).
One can easily check using Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 that any marked simplex φ in T (◻̃m)⊗T (◻n) with
D(φ) = 0 must also be marked in A. This verifies Assumption 1.
To verify Assumption 2, let φ be an r-simplex that is marked in T (◻̃m)⊗T (◻n) but not in A. Then
we necessarily have r ≥m by Lemma 6.7.
Consider the simplex χ = φ˜∂pφ−1. Suppose for contradiction that χ is unmarked in T (◻̃m)⊗T (◻n).
Then by Lemma 6.8 there exist 1 ≤ i1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ir ≤m+n such that χ(ip) = p for all 1 ≤ p ≤ r and im >m.
● If pφ = 1, then we also have φ(ip) = p for all p by Lemma 6.3, thus φ is unmarked in T (◻̃m)⊗
T (◻n). This is the desired contradiction.
● Suppose pφ ≥ 2. We claim that φ(ip) = p holds for all p in this case too. According to
Lemma 6.3, the only thing we must check is that φ(ipφ−1) = pφ − 1 holds (as opposed to
φ(ipφ−1) = pφ). To see that this is indeed the case, observe that χ−1(pφ) = {iφ} by Lemma 6.3.
Thus we must have ipφ = iφ. Since ipφ−1 < ipφ , the minimality of iφ implies that ipφ−1 ∉ φ
−1(pφ).
Therefore we have obtained the desired contradiction.
The simplex ψ = φ˜∂pφ+1 can be similarly checked to be marked in T (◻̃m)⊗ T (◻n). This completes
the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.5. Since both T (− ⊗ −) and T (−) ⊗ T (−) preserve colimits in each variable, it
suffices to check the existence of natural isomorphisms T (X ⊗ Y ) ≅ T (X) ⊗ T (Y ) for X,Y generic
(possibly marked) cubes.
By construction of T , we have T (◻m ⊗◻n) ≅ T (◻m)⊗ T (◻n) for any m,n ≥ 0.
For any m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0, we may obtain an isomorphism T (◻̃m ⊗ ◻n) ≅ T (◻̃m) ⊗ T (◻n) by
reflecting the complicial marking extension of Lemma 6.9 into PreComp. Dually, we have T (◻m⊗◻̃n) ≅
T (◻m)⊗ T (◻̃n) for any m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1.
Let m,n ≥ 1. Observe that the left square below is a pushout in cSet+ by Lemma 2.17(3):
◻m ⊗◻n ◻̃
m
⊗◻n T (◻m ⊗ ◻n) T (◻̃m ⊗◻n)
◻
m
⊗ ◻̃
n
◻̃
m
⊗ ◻̃
n
T (◻m ⊗ ◻̃n) T (◻̃m ⊗ ◻̃n)
Since T is cocontinuous, it follows that the right square is a pushout in PreComp. On the other hand,
since both T (◻m)→ T (◻̃m) and T (◻n)→ T (◻̃n) are entire, the square below is a pushout in PreComp
by [Ver08a, Lem. 140]:
T (◻m)⊗ T (◻n) T (◻̃m)⊗ T (◻n)
T (◻m)⊗ T (◻̃n) T (◻̃m)⊗ T (◻̃n)
Thus by comparing the two pushout squares in PreComp, we obtain T (◻̃m ⊗ ◻̃n) ≅ T (◻̃m) ⊗ T (◻̃n).
The naturality of these isomorphisms is evident, and this completes the proof. 
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6.3. Triangulating the pseudo Gray tensor product. The goal of this subsection is to prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 6.10. The adjunction T ⊣ U is monoidal with respect to the pseudo Gray tensor products.
Equivalently, T ∶ (cSet+,)→ (sSet+,) is strong monoidal.
Fix m,n ≥ 1. By Remark 2.14, the square
∐◻k+ℓ ◻m+n
∐ ◻̃
k+ℓ
◻m  ◻n
is a pushout in cSet+ where the coproducts are taken over all pairs of face maps ◻k → ◻m and ◻ℓ → ◻n
such that k, ℓ ≥ 1. This pushout is preserved by T , so the right square in
∐∆k+ℓ ∐(∆1)⊗(k+ℓ) (∆1)⊗(m+n)
∐ ∆̃k+ℓ ∐ τm+ℓ-1((∆1)⊗(k+ℓ) T (◻m ◻n)
∐ ιk+ℓ
is a pushout square in PreComp. The left square is also a pushout by Proposition 5.6, so the pasted
square is a pushout too. In this subsection, we define A to be the corresponding pushout in sSet+ (and
not in PreComp):
∐∆k+ℓ (∆1)⊗(m+n)
∐ ∆̃k+ℓ A
p.o.
so that its pre-complicial reflection Apre is precisely T (◻m  ◻n).
Lemma 6.11. An r-simplex φ is marked in A but not in (∆1)⊗(m+n) if and only if φ ↾ φ−1({1, . . . , r})
is an isomorphism of linearly ordered sets and moreover φ−1({1, . . . , r}) intersects both {1, . . . ,m} and{m + 1, . . . ,m + n}.
Proof. Compute the colimit. 
Lemma 6.12. An r-simplex φ in T (◻m) T (◻n) is unmarked if and only if there exist either
1 ≤ i1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ir ≤m
or
m + 1 ≤ i1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ir ≤m + n
such that φ(ip) = p for all 1 ≤ p ≤ r.
Proof. Since  is the categorical product on PreComp, φ is marked if and only if both π1(φ) and π2(φ)
are marked. Equivalently, φ is unmarked if and only if either π1(φ) or π2(φ) is unmarked. Thus the
desired statement follows from Proposition 5.6. 
Lemma 6.13. There is a complicial marking extension A→ T (◻m) T (◻n) that commutes with the
evident inclusions of (∆1)⊗(m+n).
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Proof. We apply the proof strategy from Section 6.1 with B = T (◻m) T (◻n).
One can easily check using Proposition 5.6 and Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12 that any marked simplex φ
in T (◻m) T (◻n) with D(φ) = 0 must also be marked in A. This verifies Assumption 1.
That Assumption 2 holds can be checked similarly to the corresponding part in the proof of
Lemma 6.9. 
Let m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0. Observe that the square below is a pushout in cSet+:
∐◻m ◻m  ◻n
∐ ◻̃
m
◻̃
m
 ◻
n
where the coproducts are taken over all [1]0 → [1]n. This pushout is preserved by T , so the right
square in
∐∆m ∐T (◻m) T (◻m  ◻n)
∐ ∆̃m ∐T (◻̃m) T (◻̃m  ◻n)
∐ ιm
is a pushout in PreComp. The left square is also a pushout by Proposition 5.6, so the pasted square is
a pushout too. Let A′ denote the “corresponding” pushout in sSet+ (and not in PreComp):
∐∆m A
∐ ∆̃m A′
p.o.
so that its pre-complicial reflection (A′)pre is precisely T (◻̃m  ◻n).
Lemma 6.14. The marked simplicial set A′ is obtained from A by marking those m-simplices φ such
that φ(i) = i for 1 ≤ i ≤m and φ(i) ∈ {±∞} for i >m.
The unmarked simplices in B′ = T (◻̃m) T (◻n) admit a similar characterization to Lemma 6.12.
Lemma 6.15. An r-simplex in T (◻̃m)T (◻n) with r ≠m is unmarked if and only if it is unmarked
in T (◻m) T (◻n). An m-simplex φ in T (◻̃m) T (◻n) is unmarked if and only if there exist
m + 1 ≤ i1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < im ≤m + n
such that φ(ip) = p for all 1 ≤ p ≤m.
Lemma 6.16. There is a complicial marking extension A′ → T (◻̃m)T (◻n) that commutes with the
evident inclusions of (∆1)⊗(m+n).
Proof. The proof is similar to those of Lemmas 6.9 and 6.13. 
Proof of Theorem 6.10. Since both T (− −) and T (−) T (−) preserve colimits in each variable, it
suffices to check the existence of natural isomorphisms T (X  Y ) ≅ T (X) T (Y ) for X,Y generic
(possibly marked) cubes.
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For the appropriate values of m and n, we may obtain isomorphisms
T (◻m  ◻n) ≅ T (◻m) T (◻n),
T (◻̃m  ◻n) ≅ T (◻̃m) T (◻n),
T (◻m  ◻̃n) ≅ T (◻m) T (◻̃n)
by respectively reflecting the complicial marking extensions of Lemmas 6.13 and 6.16 and the dual of
the latter to PreComp.
Let m,n ≥ 1. Observe that the left square below is a pushout in cSet+ by Lemma 2.17(3):
◻
m
 ◻
n
◻̃
m
 ◻
n T (◻m  ◻n) T (◻̃m  ◻n)
◻m  ◻̃
n
◻̃
m
 ◻̃
n
T (◻m  ◻̃n) T (◻̃m  ◻̃n)
Since T is cocontinuous, it follows that the right square is a pushout in PreComp. On the other hand,
since both T (◻m)→ T (◻̃m) and T (◻n)→ T (◻̃n) are entire, the square below is a pushout in PreComp
by Proposition 1.26:
T (◻m) T (◻n) T (◻̃m) T (◻n)
T (◻m) T (◻̃n) T (◻̃m) T (◻̃n)
Thus by comparing the two pushout squares in PreComp, we obtain T (◻̃m  ◻̃n) ≅ T (◻̃m) T (◻̃n).
The naturality of these isomorphisms is evident, and this completes the proof. 
7. Triangulating model structures
The main theorem of our final section is the following.
Theorem 7.1. The adjunction T ⊣ U is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the comical model
structure and the complicial model structure.
In the following proof, we denote a non-degenerate r-simplex φ∶{1,2,3} → {1, . . . , r,±∞} in the
simplicial set (∆1)×3 by the sequence φ(1)φ(2)φ(3) and omitting the letter ∞. For instance, 21−
denotes the 2-simplex φ given by φ(1) = 2, φ(2) = 1 and φ(3) = −∞. Note that since φ is assumed
to be non-degenerate, the dimension of φ can be recovered as the maximum integer appearing in the
sequence.
Proof. Clearly T sends the boundary inclusions ∂◻0 ↪ ◻0 and ∂◻1 ↪ ◻1 to (maps that are isomorphic
to) the boundary inclusions ∂∆0 ↪∆0 and ∂∆1 ↪∆1 respectively. For any n ≥ 2, we have
T (∂◻n ↪ ◻n) ≅ T ((∂◻1 ↪ ◻1)⊗ˆn)
≅ (T (∂◻1 ↪ ◻1))⊗ˆn
≅ (∂∆1 ↪∆1)⊗ˆn
by Theorem 6.5. Also, T sends the marker ◻n ↪ ◻̃n to the monomorphism (∆1)⊗n → τn-1((∆1)⊗n)
by definition. This shows that T preserves cofibrations.
Next we show that T sends the open box inclusions to trivial cofibrations. We will check this “by
hand” on the boxes of dimension ≤ 3. This will imply the general case since the higher dimensional
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s pushout of interior missing face
1 Λ21 ↪∆
2
1 211 111
2 Λ21 ↪∆
2
1 2+1 1+1
3 Λ32 ↪∆
3
2 312 212
4 Λ31 ↪∆
3
1 213 112
5 Λ32 ↪∆
3
2 123 122
6 τ1Λ
3
2 ↪∆
3
2
′′
321 221
7 τ1Λ
3
1 ↪∆
3
1
′′
231 121
8 Λ33 ↪∆
3
3 132 1+2
Table 1. Inclusions Ai−1 ↪ Ai
box inclusions are generated by these low dimensional ones in the sense of Proposition 3.10, T is strong
monoidal with respect to ⊗ (Theorem 6.5), and the Leibniz Gray tensor product of a complicial horn
inclusion and a monomorphism (in PreComp) may be obtained as a composite of pushouts of complicial
horn inclusions [Ver08b, Lem. 70].
Clearly T sends ⊓11,ǫ ↪ ◻
1
1,ǫ to the trivial cofibration Λ
1
1−ǫ ↪∆
1
1−ǫ. Consider the open box inclusion
⊓
2
1,0 ↪ ◻
2
1,0. Its image under T may be written as a pushout of the horn inclusion Λ
2
1 ↪ ∆
2
1 followed
by a pushout of Λ22 ↪ ∆
2
1. The following pictures (in which thick arrows indicate marked simplices)
depict this factorization:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
↪
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
↪
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
The box inclusions ⊓2k,ǫ ↪ ◻
2
k,ǫ for other values of k and/or ǫ can be treated similarly.
Now consider the open box inclusion ⊓32,0 ↪ ◻
3
2,0. Observe that the only marked, non-degenerate
cubes in ◻32,0 are id, ∂1,1, ∂3,1, and ∂3,1∂1,1:
∂1,0
∂3,0
∂2,1
∂1,1
∂3,1
∂2,0
Let B denote the marked simplicial set obtained from (∆1)⊗3 by marking the 3-simplex ι3 = 123, the
2-simplices 12− and −12, and the 1-simplex −1−. Then the pre-complicial reflection Bpre is precisely
T (◻32,0). We define A to be the regular subset of B consisting of those simplices φ such that:
● φ(1) ∈ {±∞};
● φ(2) = −∞; or
● φ(3) ∈ {±∞}
so that the pre-complicial reflection Apre is T (⊓32,0). Then we have a sequence of inclusions
A = A0 ↪ A1 ↪ . . . ↪ A8 = B
where As−1 ↪ As is the pushout of a suitable trivial cofibration as indicated in Table 1. This table
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should be read as, for example, the inclusion A0 ↪ A1 fits into the pushout square
Λ21 A0
∆21 A1
in sSet+ where the composite ∆21 → A1 ↪ B corresponds to the simplex φ = 211, and the face φ∂1
corresponding to the missing face in the horn is 111. One can check that every non-degenerate face in
B ∖A appears exactly once in Table 1, and moreover it is marked if and only if it appears either in the
“interior” column or in the sixth or seventh row. It is also straightforward to verify using Proposition 5.6
that, for each 1 ≤ s ≤ 8, the marked simplicial set As−1 indeed contains enough (marked) simplices to
support a map from the domain in the “pushout of” column. By reflecting everything to PreComp, we
can deduce that T sends the box inclusion ⊓32,0 ↪ ◻
3
2,0 to a trivial cofibration. The case ⊓
3
2,1 ↪ ◻
3
2,1 is
dual.
It remains to prove that T (◻nk,ǫ′ ↪ ◻nk,ǫ′′) is a trivial cofibration for any n, k, ǫ. We show that this
map is in fact invertible. Note that, by unwinding the above argument, one can express T (⊓nk,ǫ ↪ ◻nk,ǫ)
as a composite
T (⊓nk,ǫ) =X0 ↪X1 ↪ . . . ↪XN = T (◻nk,ǫ)
where each map Xs−1 ↪ Xs is a pushout (in PreComp) of a complicial horn inclusion. We show by
induction on s that all (n − 1)-simplices contained in Xs are marked in T (◻nk,ǫ′). This indeed implies
that T (◻nk,ǫ′ ↪ ◻nk,ǫ′′) is invertible since this map fits into the pushout square
∆n−1 T (◻nk,ǫ′)
∆̃n−1 T (◻nk,ǫ′′)
φ
in PreComp where
φ(i) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
i, i < k,
+∞, i = k, ǫ = 0,
−∞, i = k, ǫ = 1,
i − 1, i > k.
For the base case, write ◻nk,ǫ
′ as a pushout
∐◻m ◻n
∐ ◻̃
m
◻
n
k,ǫ
′
where the coproducts are taken over all marked faces of ◻nk,ǫ
′, which in particular include all faces ∂ℓ,η
of codimension 1 with (ℓ, η) ≠ (k, ǫ). By applying T to this pushout square, we can deduce that any(n − 1)-simplex of the form
∆n−1 (∆1)⊗(n−1) = T (◻n−1) T (◻n)ιn−1 T (∂ℓ,η)
is marked in T (◻nk,ǫ′). By combining this observation with Proposition 5.6, one can deduce that any(n − 1)-simplex contained in X0 is marked in T (◻nk,ǫ′).
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For the inductive step, suppose that all (n−1)-simplices contained in Xs−1 are marked in T (◻nk,ǫ′).
Suppose further that Xs contains a non-degenerate (n − 1)-simplex φ that Xs−1 does not contain (for
otherwise we are done). Then Xs−1 ↪Xs fits into either a pushout square of the form
Λn−1ℓ X
s−1
∆n−1ℓ X
sφ
or one of the form
Λnℓ X
s−1
∆nℓ X
sχ
with χ∂ℓ = φ. In the former case, φ is marked in X
s and hence in T (◻nk,ǫ′) since the unique non-
degenerate (n−1)-simplex in ∆n−1ℓ is marked. In the latter case, the inductive hypothesis implies that
χ extends to the marked simplicial set ∆nℓ
′. Since Xs is a pre-complicial set, it follows that φ = χ∂ℓ is
marked in Xs and hence in T (◻nk,ǫ′). This completes the proof. 
The n-trivial version can be proved analogously.
Theorem 7.2. For each 0 ≤ n <∞, the adjunction T ⊣ U is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the
n-trivial comical model structure and the n-trivial complicial model structure.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 7.1. Observe that T sends the (cubical) m-marker to a
pushout of the (simplicial) m-marker. 
Remark 7.3. We expect the saturated (n-trivial) complicial model structure on PreComp (obtained
by transferring the model structure established in [OR18, Thm. 1.25]) to be monoidal with respect to
the lax Gray tensor product ⊗. If this is indeed the case, then the saturated version of Theorems 7.1
and 7.2 can be proved similarly.
We conclude this section with a conjecture.
Conjecture 7.4. The functor T ∶ cSet+ → PreComp is a Quillen equivalence with respect to the
(resp. saturated, n-trivial) comical model structure and the (resp. saturated, n-trivial) complicial
model structure.
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